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WHAT IS IT?

Practical Spiritual Astrology is
grounded in the
understanding that our aim as
consciously evolving humans
is not only to remember and
reclaim our essential divine
nature, but also to manifest
that spiritual essence more
dynamically and more
abundantly in the material
world. The sacred knowledge
of the heavenly intelligences
and their cosmic cycles can
guide us infallibly into
spontaneous right action and
joyful, fulfilled expression of
our true selves.
Practical Spiritual Astrology
thus brings us daily
opportunities for being
completely spiritually
centered in a consistently
resourceful manner that
brings out the best qualities in
our circumstances, that is
completely congruent with our
true creative nature, and that
is genuinely helpful to others
in a multitude of pragmatic,

life-affirming ways.

“What we are looking
for is what is looking.”
- St. Francis of Assisi

www.PracticalSpiritualAstrology.com

THE FOCUS FOR AUGUST
It's time for us to own completely the incredible power that is
rightfully ours-- the burning manifestation of the cosmic energy that
informs our intelligence, that orders the patterns of the planets, and
that sustains the purposeful expressions of universal grace in all our
activities. When we claim that power, the divine flame within us
spontaneously shares its radiance with everything we touch.
The world around us may be shattered by material explosions at this
time, but if we are truly attuned to our real purpose we will see those
explosions as reflections of the dynamic explosions of love and
wisdom within our hearts, unexpectedly transforming the rigid barriers
and limitations that we have allowed to inhibit our most genuine
expressions.
We can act successfully now, transcending all our assumed
boundaries and limitations to open ourselves up to boundless and
electrifying inspiration. In doing so, we are likely to experience
tremendous upheaval in our lives, and we may even have to contend
with dangerous or hostile situations, but all the stress and chaos is
nothing less than the necessary catharsis allowing a new reality to be
born.
How rapidly and effectively can we connect with others, and what are
the messages we are delivering? The answers to these questions
depend upon how well we are connecting with ourselves, and how
perceptive we are in receiving the never-ending flow of messages from
the Divine Force that guides our lives. When we are willing to be
inspired, we can truly be inspiring, and when we concentrate our
focus, we can truly be creative.

THE ART OF
SPIRITUAL
EFFICIENCY
“Forgiveness is the key
to action and freedom.”
–Hannah Arendt

ESOTERIC
MANTRAS FOR
AUGUST
Leo
“I am that and
That I am.”

Virgo
“I am the Mother and the
Child. I, God, I Matter
am.”

August Observances
Lamas – 8/1
Raksha Bandhan – 8/2
Lugnassad – 8/2
National Watermelon Day – 8/3
International Forgiveness – 8/5
Krishna Janmashtami – 8/10
Lailat al Kadr – 8/14
Assumption of Virgin – 8/15
Eid al Fitr – 8/19-8/.21
Women's Equality Day – 8/26
Beheading of John Baptist – 8/29

Share the Light
Make copies of this ezine for
others; send them to

Cosmic Opportunities
Sun square Poseidon – August 1, 12:55 a.m. EDT
Full Moon – August 1, 11:27 p.m. EDT
Venus trine Apollon – August 4, 3:58 p.m. EDT
Neptune square True North Node – August 4, 5:21 p.m. EDT
Pluto opposition Kronos – August 7, 1:50 a.m. EDT
Venus enters Cancer – August 7, 9:42 a.m. EDT
Mercury direct station – August 8, 1:41 a.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Hades – August 9, 6:27 p.m. EDT
Venus trine Neptune – August 9, 6:32 p.m. EDT
Neptune trine Hades – August 9, 8:16 p.m. EDT
Sun trine Cupido – August 11, 1:30 p.m. EDT
Venus opposition Pluto – August 15, 5:09 a.m. EDT
Mars conjunct Saturn – August 15, 6:35 a.m. EDT
Venus conjunct Kronos – August 15, 11:24 a.m. EDT
Venus trine Chiron – August 16, 12:26 a.m. EDT
Venus square Uranus – August 16, 2:46 a.m. EDT
Venus trine Poseidon – August 17, 11:07 a.m. EDT
New Moon – August 17, 11:54 a.m. EDT
Mars square Vulcanus – August 19, 3:00 p.m. EDT
Mars conjunct Apollon – August 19, 8:38 p.m. EDT
Sun square Admetos – August 20, 8:18 a.m. EDT
Venus square Zeus – August 22, 12:41 a.m. EDT
Sun enters Virgo – August 22, 1:06 p.m. EDT
Sun square True North Node – August 23, 12:59 a.m. EDT
Mars enters Scorpio – August 23, 11:24 a.m. EDT
Sun opposition Neptune – August 24, 8:31 a.m. EDT
Chrion trine Kronos – August 24, 7:52 p.m. EDT
Mars trine Neptune – August 26, 2:52 a.m. EDT
Jupiter trine Zeus – August 26, 6:36 a.m. EDT
Mars trine Hades – August 27, 4:10 a.m. EDT
Admetos retrograde station – August 27, 5:42 a.m. EDT
Sun trine Pluto – August 29, 8:21 p.m. EDT
Sun opposition Chiron – August 30, 3:24 a.m. EDT
Uranus square Kronos – August 31, 6:06 a.m. EDT
Full Moon – August 31, 9:58 a.m. EDT
Mercury enters Virgo – August 31, 10:31 p.m. EDT

Free Report on Astrology and the Law of Attraction

http://www.practicalspiritualas
trology.com to subscribe for
free!

Turbo-charge the Law of Attraction in your life with the power of your zodiac sign.
Get Tim Bost’s powerful new report with specific insights for every sign of the zodiac
completely free of charge at http://www.StarMoneySecrets.com .

Share Insights &
Inspiration

Cosmic Solutions for Managing the Stress of Life

Where is your heart leading you?
Write to Tim Bost at P.O. Box
1657, Sarasota, FL 34230-1657
USA or send email to
spirit@timbost.com with your
comments, dreams, visions and
suggestions. We look forward to
hearing from you!

Stress is a killer of relationships, an enemy in your quest for physical and mental
health, and a formidable adversary on your path toward spiritual perfection. You’ll a
great selection of solutions in the “Plan 9 for Inner Space” e-book from Tim Bost at:
http://www.HarmonicResearchAssociates.com/shop/shopexd.asp?id=15

The Spiritual Side of Financial Manifestation

How do you stay spiritually focused when you’re out of money? Read Stuart
Lichtman and Joe Vitale's massive ebook “How To Get Lots of Money for Anything—
Fast!” It’s a wonderful wealth resource-- Get complete details right away at
http://www.anything-fast.com/?fid=astro It’s guaranteed to change your life!

